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Graphical Scheduling in 100% Omnis

PlanBoard for Omnis is a GUI framework that allows you 
to easily add advanced interactive scheduling to your 
Omnis (Studio or Classic) applications. Developers 
worldwide are using PlanBoard for scheduling tasks, 
people, machines, order status, rooms, TV programming, 
advertising, satellite broadcasts, appointments, projects, 
car rentals, etc.

PlanBoard for Omnis Studio is 100% Omnis code and was 
built on top of the MasterStudio base framework. For most 
applications, subclassing a single so-called “PlanBoard 
delegate object” is sufficient. You can also subclass any part 
of a PlanBoard window to give it your own look & feel. One 
or more PlanBoard panes can be added to an existing 
window class. You can use any database supported by 
Omnis. PlanBoard uses your own lists, regardless of the 
column names. Most PlanBoard classes come unlocked!

 Supports multiple languages!

Amazingly powerful

MasterStudio is a powerful object-oriented application 
framework for Omnis Studio. Inspired by the impressive 
frameworks available to the Java community, 
MasterStudio implements high-end design patterns to give 
Omnis Studio developers unprecedented capabilities for 
quickly building advanced and maintainable GUI-based 
applications.

Four years in the making, MasterStudio was written 
entirely in Omnis Studio by a team of experts with years 
of experience in object-oriented design. MasterStudio 
comes with a comprehensive 254-page Developer’s Guide 
that explains the design patterns used in MasterStudio. 
The book includes a complete class reference and UML 
class diagrams.

More info: http://www.masterobjects.com/masterstudio

Maintainable, affordable, easy.

“In a matter of hours I was able to add two graphical views 
to our application. One view displays prioritized tasks by 
color. The other view shows all tasks including tooltips 
when you hover over them. Seeing half a year or even a 
year gives us a clear picture on our progress. Users can 
right-click individual tasks or zoom in to see more details.”

More info: http://www.masterobjects.com/planboard

On February 8, 2005, Master Object Consultancy
will release MasterStudio 1.0.5, adding
automatic multi-criterion field searching and detail-based 
SQL searching to any MasterStudio-built window.
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"MasterStudio has dramatically reduced our development effort 
and time. Productivity was significantly enhanced, resulting 
in a considerable value increase for our customers."
-- Paul Klaassen, VDA Business Solutions, The Netherlands

Come and see us at EurOmnis 2005!

Mark Smit from 

Master Object Consultancy and 

Paul Klaassen from 

VDA Business Solutions will happily 

answer your questions about 

MasterStudio and PlanBoard.


